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               Christmas for One 
arr. Kurt Meyer

2-3 oct. HB. Rating: Easy-Medium
   Solo Collection

MGMH010032                     $34.95 $29.71

 Kurt Meyer has created a brilliant resource for 
the handbell soloist! Featuring five beloved Christmas 
tunes (Jingle Bells, Silent Night, O Christmas Tree, 

Up on the Housetop, and 
Jolly Old St. Nicholas), 
this moderately-easy 
collection is sure to 
become a staple in every 
soloist’s repertoire! Pull-
out Solo book included.

The First Noel
arr. Linda R. Lamb

3 oct. bell tree solo   Rating: Easy-Medium

MGMH010031                   $7.95 $6.76 
 

From Linda Lamb comes this beautiful bell tree 
setting of the beloved Christmas carol.  Requiring 
just eight bells, it’s easy enough for beginning bell tree 

musicians, but musically 
satisfying enough for 
more accomplished bell 
tree players short on 
time. Pull-out solo part 
included.

So
los
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http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH010031
http://HandbellWorld.com/MGMH010032
http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh080047
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    For the Beauty of the Earth 
arr. Jason W. Krug

 2 oct. 8 bell ens. Level 2
w/opt. piano

MGMH080043 HB part                      $6.50 $5.53
MGMH080043P     piano part            $6.95 $5.91

 This lush, flowing setting of the hymn tune 
DIX is sure to be a 

favorite with your small 
ensemble! Written for 
eight handbells between 
F5 and F6 with no bell 
changes, it can be played 
by anywhere from two 
players using four-in-
hand up to four players 
each holding two bells.

Morning Song
arr. Jason W. Krug

 2 oct. 8 bell ens..    Level 2
w/opt. piano

MGMH080047       HB Part $6.50 $5.53
MGMH080047P      piano part $6.95 $5.91
  

The haunting MORNING SONG is given a lush, 
full treatment in this arrangement. Written for eight 

handbells between F5 
and F6 with no bell 
changes, it can be played 
by anywhere from two 
players using four-in-
hand up to four players 
each holding two bells.

8 Bell M
usic

http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh080047
http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh080043
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      O Come, All Ye Faithful 
arr. Jason W. Krug

     2 oct. 8 bell ens. Level 3-
w/opt. piano

MGMH080044            HB part                       $6.50 $5.53
MGMH080044P     piano part   $6.95 $5.91

 
This bold setting of the beloved Christmas hymn is 

perfect for any joyous 
moment this holiday 
season! Written for 
eight handbells between 
F5 and F6 with no bell 
changes, it can be played 
by anywhere from two 
players using four-in-
hand up to four players 
each holding two bells.

     Path of Life
Jason W. Krug

       2 oct. 8 bell ens. Level 2+
w/opt. piano

MGMH080046             HB part                 $6.50 $5.53
MGMH080046P   piano part     $6.95 $5.91

This joyous original tune is perfect for any celebratory 
occasion, in or outside 
of church! Written for 
eight handbells between 
F5 and F6 with no bell 
changes, it can be played 
by anywhere from two 
players using four-in-
hand up to four players 
each holding two bells.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh080046
http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh080044
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12 Bell M
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        Sing We Now of Christmas 
arr. Jason W. Krug

 2 oct. 8 bell ens.     Level 3
 w/ opt Piano 

MGMH080045           HB Part          $6.50 $5.53
MGMH080045P   piano part           $6.95 $5.91

This rhythmic setting of the tune NOEL NOUVELET 
is ideal for the small 
ensemble looking for a 
challenge this Christmas 
season! Written for 
eight handbells between 
F5 and F6 with no bell 
changes, it can be played 
by anywhere from two 
players using four-in-
hand up to four players 
each holding two bells.

Call of Ages
Jason W. Krug

 3 oct. 12 bell ens.     Level 1
 w/ opt Piano 

MGMH120050             HB Part                        $6.50 $5.53
MGMH120050P   piano part                    $6.95 $5.91

For the beginning small ensemble comes this 
forceful original tune 
full of simple rhythms, 
interesting harmonies, 
and fun shaken chords! 
Utilizing just 12 bells 
between F5 and C7 with 
no bell changes, it can be 
played by anywhere from 
three players using four-
in-hand up to six players 
each holding two bells.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh080042
http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh080045
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Carol of the Bells
arr. Jason W. Krug

 3 oct. 12 bell ens.     Level 2+
 w/ opt Piano 

MGMH120048             HB Part                      $6.50 $5.53
MGMH120048P   piano part                  $6.95 $5.91

 
 This setting of the well-loved Ukranian 

bell tune is sure to 
delight your ringers 
and audiences alike! 
Utilizing just 12 bells 
between F5 and C7 with 
no bell changes, it can be 
played by anywhere from 
three players using four-
in-hand up to six players 
each holding two bells.

Cold December Flies Away
arr. Jason W. Krug

 3 oct. 12 bell ens.     Level 3
 w/ opt Piano 

MGMH120051             HB Part                      $6.50 $5.53
MGMH120051P   piano part                  $6.95 $5.91

This setting of the lively tune LO DESEMBRE 
CONGELAT is just 
plain fun! Utilizing 
just 12 bells between 
F5 and C7 with no bell 
changes, it can be played 
by anywhere from three 
players using four-in-
hand up to six players 
each holding two bells.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh120048
http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh120051
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Far and Wide
Jason W. Krug

 3 oct. 12 bell ens.     Level 2+
 w/ opt Piano 

MGMH120049             HB Part                      $6.50 $5.53
MGMH120049P   piano part                  $6.95 $5.91

 
This bold original tune is 
an ideal choice for any 
celebratory occasion! 
Utilizing just 12 bells 
between F5 and C7 with 
no bell changes, it can be 
played by anywhere from 
three players using four-
in-hand up to six players 
each holding two bells.

The First Noel
arr. Linda R. Lamb

3 oct. 12 bell ens.         Level 2
w/ opt piano

MGMH120055 HB Part            $6.50 $5.53 
MGMH120055P          piano part                  $6.95 $5.91

 
 Linda Lamb’s flowing setting of the beloved 

Christmas carol is 
sure to engage ringers 
and audiences alike.  
Utilizing just 12 bells 
between F5 and C7 with 
no bell changes, it can be 
played by anywhere from 
three players using four-
in-hand up to six players 
each holding two bells.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh120055
http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh120049
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He Is Born
arr. Linda R. Lamb

3 oct. 12 bell ens.         Level 2+
w/ opt piano

MGMH120053 HB Part            $6.50 $5.53 
MGMH120053P          piano part                  $6.95 $5.91

 Linda Lamb brings us this upbeat setting of 
the Christmas tune 
IL EST NÉ. Utilizing 
just 12 bells between 
F5 and C7 with no bell 
changes, it can be played 
by anywhere from three 
players using four-in-
hand up to six players 
each holding two bells.

Lord, I Want to Be a Christian
arr. Jason W. Krug

3 oct. 12 bell ens.         Level 2
w/ opt piano

MGMH120052 HB Part            $6.50 $5.53 
MGMH120052P          piano part                  $6.95 $5.91

 This delicate setting of a well-known hymn is 
perfect for any reflective 
moment in worship. 
Utilizing just 12 bells 
between F5 and C7 with 
no bell changes, it can be 
played by anywhere from 
three players using four-
in-hand up to six players 
each holding two bells.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh120053
http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh120052
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Full Choir M
usic

Savior of the Nations, Come
arr. Linda R. Lamb

3 oct. 12 bell ens.         Level 2
w/ opt piano

MGMH120054 HB Part            $6.50 $5.53 
MGMH120054P          piano part                  $6.95 $5.91

 This delicate setting of NUN KOMM, DER 
HEIDEN HEILAND 
by Linda Lamb is a 
great choice for working 
on musicianship this 
holiday season. Utilizing 
just 12 bells between 
F5 and C7 with no bell 
changes, it can be played 
by anywhere from three 
players using four-in-
hand up to six players 
each holding two bells.

The King of Creation
arr. Jason W. Krug

2-3 & 3-6 oct.             Level 3-

MGMH230023 2-3 oct. version        $5.50 $4.68
MGMH350030            3-6 oct. version         $5.50 $4.68

 For the ensemble wanting to play without 
ever picking up a bell, look no further! The entire 

piece is played on the 
table with mallets, 
something sure to 
intrigue your audiences! 
A triumphant opening 
verse gives way to a 
more sedate middle 
verse before a final 
drive into the joyous 
conclusion. Compatible 
editions make this 
a perfect choice for 
massed ringing!

http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh230023
http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh120054
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Let Us Break Bread Together
arr. Kurt Meyer

2-3 & 3-5 oct. HB or HC            Level 1

MGMH230025 2-3 oct. version         $4.95 $4.21
MGMH350033            3-5 oct. version         $4.95 $4.21

 Kurt Meyer’s delicate setting of the beloved 
communion hymn is perfect for beginning choirs or 
choirs short on practice time. Full chords abound, 

and the lack of stopped 
techniques means the 
piece can be played 
on handchimes as 
well as on handbells. 
Compatible editions 
provide flexibility and 
opportunities for massed 
ringing.

O Come, Emmanuel
arr. Jason W. Krug

2-3 & 3-6 oct. w/ opt. HC             Level 2+

MGMH230026 2-3 oct. version         $4.95 $4.21
MGMH350037             3-6 oct. version        $4.95 $4.21

This haunting setting of VENI EMMANUEL is a 
wonderful choice for any Advent service or concert. 

Lush and unexpected 
harmonies abound as 
the piece travels through 
a variety of keys and 
moods to announce the 
coming of the Savior. 
Compatible editions 
make it a perfect choice 
for massed ringing, as 
well!

http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh230025
http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh230026
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Festival Fanfare
Jason W. Krug

2-3 oct. HB or HC                Level 1

MGMH230027              $4.95 $4.21

 This bold original tune is sure to engage your 
ringers and audiences! With no bell changes or notes 
shorter than quarter notes, it’s a perfect choice for 

either the beginning 
ensemble or the more 
advanced ensemble 
short on rehearsal time. 
Creative harmonies and 
shaken chords abound, 
adding to the celebratory 
atmosphere!

On Jordan’s Stormy Banks I Stand
arr. Jason W. Krug

2-3 oct.      Level 3-
w/ opt 2-3 oct HC

MGMH230024                                      $4.95 $4.21

 This light, playful setting of the hymn tune 
PROMISED LAND is a joy to ring! Techniques 

abound, including 
malleting the bells on 
the table and shakes, 
all of which serve to 
add to the joyous, 
hopeful atmosphere.  A 
triumphant final verse 
rounds out the piece.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh230024
http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh230027
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Adoro Te Devote
arr. Jason W. Krug

3-6 oct. HB     Level 3-
w/ opt. 3-6 oct. HC, vocal, solo, & C or B-flat inst.

MGMH350031   HB part          $4.95 $4.21
MGMH350031F            full score          $6.50 $5.53
MGMH350031T   inst. part          $5.95 $5.06

 This haunting 
setting of a beloved 
hymn is a great choice 
for the ensemble 
looking for something 
different and versatile. 
While the piece can be 
played by handbells and 
handchimes alone, the 
inclusion of the optional 
solo voice, C Instrument, 
or B-flat instrument will 
really make this piece 
something to remember.

The Angel Gabriel 
from Heaven Came

arr. Jason W. Krug
3-6 oct. HB    Level 3

w/ opt 1 oct HC

MGMH350034             $5.50 $4.68

 This flowing setting of the beloved 
Christmas song is a 
wonderful chance for 
ensembles to showcase 
their technique and 
musicianship. Flowing 
eighth notes and bold 
harmonies abound as 
the mood moves from 
bold to delicate and 
back. A perfect choice 
for the group looking for 
something memorable 
this holiday season!

http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh350031
http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh350034
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Arirang
arr. Jason W. Krug

3-6 oct. HB    Level 2+
w/ opt 2 oct HC & violin

MGMH350032 HB part          $5.50 $4.68
MGMH350032F          full score          $6.50 $5.53
MGMH350032T violin part          $4.95 $4.21

This lush, lyrical setting of the beloved Korean folk 
tune is a grand choice 
for the ensemble 
looking for something 
different. Flowing 
accompaniment lines 
underscore the beautiful 
melody, which moves 
throughout the ensemble.  
The optional violin part 
adds another layer of 
beauty and interest to the 
piece.

Meditation on “God Is So Good”
arr. Jason W. Krug

3-6 oct. HB        Level 2+
w/ opt 3-7 oct HC 

MGMH350036             $4.95 $4.21

 For the ensemble looking for something calm 
and reflective for their service or concert, look no 

further! This setting of 
the hymn moves freely 
from key to key and 
mood to mood, always 
keeping the simple tune 
fresh in the minds of the 
audience.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh350036
http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh350032
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More music from Grassy Meadow
for Solo music, click here

for more 12-bell ensemble 
music, click here

for more 3-7 octave music, 
click here

for more 2-3 octave music, 
click here

for a complete alphabetical 
listing of all titles from 

Grassy Meadow, click here
for more 8-bell ensemble 

music, click here

Triumphant Reverberations
Jason W. Krug

3-7 oct. HB    Level 4
w/ opt 3-4 oct. HC & perc.

MGMH350035 HB part          $5.50 $4.68
MGMH350035F          full score          $5.95 $5.06
MGMH350035T perc part          $4.95 $4.21

 This original piece 
written in memory 
of the daughter of 
two beloved handbell 
directors is an 
exceptional chance for 
advanced ensembles to 
work on their technique 
and musicality. Emotions 
in the piece run the 
gamut from haunting 
and forlorn to serene and 
accepting all the way to 
overwhelming joy.

http://HandbellWorld.com/mgmh350035
https://www.handbellworld.com/music/seasonalMusicList.cfm?id=1783
https://www.handbellworld.com/music/seasonalMusicList.cfm?id=1784
https://www.handbellworld.com/music/seasonalMusicList.cfm?id=1786
https://www.handbellworld.com/music/seasonalMusicList.cfm?id=1785
https://www.handbellworld.com/music/seasonalMusicList.cfm?id=1787
https://www.handbellworld.com/music/seasonalMusicList.cfm?id=1677


NEWNEW ULTIMA STRETCH GLOVES
   Jeffers Handbell Supply is proud to introduce our newest gloves for hand-
bell ringers. The new Ultima Stretch Gloves (available in black) offer a fully 
padded palm as well as padding on the side of the forefinger, making this 
perfect for 4-i-H and bass bell ringers. This glove has more protective 
padding than any other glove we’ve offered! 

   The palm is made of a breathable 50/50 poly/nylon blend. The back and 
thumb are made of 90/10 poly/elastane blend which provides ultra stretch 
and comfort. The Velcro® closure is on the back of the hand rather than the 
wrist, allowing greater flexibility.Item #

Small 2752
Med. 2753
Large 2754
XL 2755
XXL 2756

$17.95

ORDER NOW!

Call... 1-800-547-2355

HandbellWorld.com/gloves

Introducing
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STOCK # TITLE LEVEL/ 
RATING

OCT. ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION

COMP/
ARR

QTY RETAIL 
PRICE

JEFFERS 
PRICE

TOTAL 
PRICE

MGMH010032 Christmas for One Easy-
Med

2-3 HB solo w/ piano:
Collection

Meyer $34.95 $29.71

MGMH010031 For the Beauty of the Earth Easy-
Med

3 bell tree solo w/ piano L. Lamb $7.95 $6.76

MGMH080043 The First Noel 2 2 8-bell ens w/ opt piano Krug $6.50 $5.53

MGMH080043P For the Beauty of the Earth piano part Krug $6.95 $5.91

MGMH080047 Morning Song 2 2 8-bell ens w/ opt piano Krug $6.50 $5.53

MGMH080047P Morning Song piano part Krug $6.95 $5.91

MGMH080044 O Come, All Ye Faithful 3- 2 8-bell ens w/ opt piano Krug $6.50 $5.53

MGMH080044P O Come, All Ye Faithful piano part Krug $6.95 $5.91

MGMH080046 Path of Life 2+ 2 8-bell ens w/ opt piano Krug $6.50 $5.53

MGMH080046P Path of Life piano part Krug $6.95 $5.91

MGMH080045 Sing We Now of Christmas 3 2 8-bell ens w/ opt piano Krug $6.50 $5.53

MGMH080045P Sing We Now of Christmas piano part Krug $6.95 $5.91

GRASSY MEADOW MUSIC ORDER FORM
order form continued on next page

https://www.handbellworld.com/gloves


STOCK # TITLE LEVEL/ RATING OCT. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION COMP/ARR QTY RETAIL 
PRICE

JEFFERS 
PRICE

TOTAL 
PRICE

MGMH120050 Call of Ages 1 3 12 bell ens w/ opt piano Krug $6.50 $5.53

MGMH120050P Call of Ages piano part Krug $6.95 $5.91

MGMH120048 Carol of the Bells 2+ 3 12 bell ens w/ opt piano Krug $6.50 $5.53

MGMH120048P Carol of the Bells piano part Krug $6.95 $5.91

MGMH120051 Cold December Flies Away 3 3 12 bell ens w/ opt piano Krug $6.50 $5.53

MGMH120051P Cold December Flies Away piano part Krug $6.95 $5.91

MGMH120049 Far and Wide 2+ 3 12 bell ens w/ opt piano Krug $6.50 $5.53

MGMH120049P Far and Wide piano part Krug $6.95 $5.91

MGMH120055 The First Noel 2 3 12 bell ens w/ opt piano L. Lamb $6.50 $5.53

MGMH120055P The First Noel piano part L. Lamb $6.95 $5.91

MGMH120053 He Is Born 2+ 3 12 bell ens w/ opt piano L. Lamb $6.50 $5.53

MGMH120053P He Is Born piano part L. Lamb $6.95 $5.91

MGMH120052 Lord, I Want to Be a Christian 2 3 12 bell ens w/ opt piano Krug $6.50 $5.53

MGMH120052P Lord, I Want to Be a Christian piano part Krug $6.95 $5.91

MGMH120054 Savior of the Nations, Come 2 3 12 bell ens w/ opt piano L. Lamb $6.50 $5.53

MGMH120054P Savior of the Nations, Come 3 3 piano part L. Lamb $6.95 $5.91

MGMH230023 The King of Creation 3 2-3 2-3 oct. version Krug $5.50 $4.68

MGMH350030 The King of Creation 3- 3-6 3-6 oct. version Krug $5.50 $4.68

MGMH230025 Let Us Break Bread Together 1 2-3 2-3 oct. version Meyer $4.95 $4.21

MGMH350033 Let Us Break Bread Together 1 3-5 3-5 oct. version Meyer $4.95 $4.21

MGMH230026 O Come, Emmanuel 2+ 2-3 2-3 oct. w/ opt 2-3 HC Krug $4.95 $4.21

MGMH350037 O Come, Emmanuel 2+ 3-6 3-6 oct. w/ opt 3-6 HC Krug $4.95 $4.21

MGMH230027 Festival Fanfare 1 2-3 HB or HC Krug $4.95 $4.21

MGMH230024 On Jordan’s Stormy Banks I Stand 3- 2-3 w/ opt 2-3 oct. HC Krug $4.95 $4.21

MGMH350031 Adoro Te Devote 3- 3-6 w/ opt 3-6 oct HC, vocal
solo, & C or B-flat inst

Krug $4.95 $4.21

MGMH350031F Adoro Te Devote full score Krug $6.50 $5.53

MGMH350031T Adoro Te Devote C or B-flat inst part Krug $5.95 $5.06

MGMH350034 The Angel Gabriel from Heaven Came 3 3-6 w/ opt 1 oct HC Krug $5.50 $4.68

MGMH350032 Arirang 2+ 3-6 w/ opt 2 oct HC & violin Krug $5.50 $4.68

MGMH350032F Arirang full score Krug $6.50 $5.53

MGMH350032T Arirang violin part Krug $4.95 $4.21

MGMH350036 Meditation on “God Is So Good” 2+ 3-6 w/ opt 3-7 oct HC Krug $4.95 $4.21

MGMH350035 Triumphant Reverberations 4 3-7 w/ opt 3-4 oct HC & perc Krug $5.50 $4.68

MGMH350035F Triumphant Reverberations full score Krug $5.95 $5.06

MGMH350035T Triumphant Reverberations perc part Krug $4.95 $4.21

TOTAL

PO Box 1728 • Irmo, SC 29063-1728
(803)781-0555 •  1-800-547-2355 • Fax: (803) 781-3020

email: support@jhsbell.com • HandbellWorld.com

Prices subject to change without notice and do not include shipping or applicable sales tax.
Jeffers Handbell Supply is not responsible for typographical errors.

http://HandbellWorld.com
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